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“In leadership, there are no words more 

important than trust.  In any organization, 

trust must be developed if success is going 

to be achieved.  
 

Coach Mike Krzyzewski 
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Ohio’s election results from Politico.com for the 2020 & 2016 elections. 
 

2020 Presidential Primary Results: 

 
 

2016 Presidential Primary Results:

 

 

• Biden v. Trump by the numbers  
 

• State by state snapshot 
   

• Will COVID-19 force the presidential debates take 

place on Zoom?  Someone call SNL 
 

• Vote by mail again? Stamp collectors panic 
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Takeaway Notes: 

• The 2020 Ohio primary is the first time in the history of the state of Ohio that a majority of 

votes were cast by mail.    

 

• In 2020, we see that (partially due to COVID-19 forcing a mail-in ballot process) the total votes 

cast for Democratic candidates was 860,347.   

o That is about a 29% drop in voter turnout compared to 2016’s Democrat primary. 

 

In 2016, Republicans were much more motivated to head to the polls . However, the key question is 

will that motivation and voter turnout continue in November 2020? 

• If the answer is yes, then President Trump wins Ohio again. 

• If the answer is no, then we are back to being a true toss-up state.   

• Most analysts no longer consider Ohio to be a toss-up. I’m not so sure about that. 

 

Continued Reading: 

We have read (too) many articles about the upcoming presidential race.  Here’s a short article  by 

Jack Brewster at Forbes, that we feel best sets the stage and gives you the information you need to 

consider. Just click the logo below. (2 min. read) 

 

 

 

                

 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/jackbrewster/2020/04/09/heres-what-the-polls-say-about-bidens-election-chances-against-trump/#585f8bb12b3c
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jackbrewster/2020/04/09/heres-what-the-polls-say-about-bidens-election-chances-against-trump/#1d86e53b2b3c
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The States to Watch on the Path to Victory: 

Many analysts are focusing on the key swing states of Pennsylvania, Michigan, Wisconsin and 

North Carolina.   

 

Below in the NBC News battleground map, you can see which states (in grey) are the key states in 

this year’s election 
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More Insight / Gubernatorial Map: 

The map below from Politico.com shows the states, as of today, that have a Republican or Democrat 

governor.  This map gives us a sense of which direction each state since their last state election. 

 

We just discussed the toss-up states of: 

• Pennsylvania 

• Michigan  

• Wisconsin, and  

• North Carolina  

 

NOTE:  they all went for Trump in 2016…..but now all have Democrat governors. 

 

Who wants to bet on the election now? 
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Challenging Times Present Opportunities for Innovation: 

In every challenge, there is an opportunity.  Today we all have an opportunity in our work and 

personal life to invest, improve, adapt and survive if not succeed.  

 In the article below, James Allen from Bain & Co. writes how we are enterting a challenging time of 

conflict and disruption.  But also, he points out that it may be a time that can be refered to as the 

“Great Retooling.”  Click the logo below for the full article. (3 min. read) 

 

 

 

Values Matter – Especially During a Time of Disruption: 

“Integrity is not just for saints and moral heroes—it is within reach of all of us. By setting the right 

expectations and following through over a period of time through a ‘series of controllable opportunities 

of modest size’ you and your organization can develop the habit of small wins.”   The Center for 

Ethical Leadership at Notre Dame provides a great article on leading in a time of crisis. Click the logo 

below to read more. (1 min. read)  

 

Innovation during a pandemic 
 

The ability to focus on values produces small wins 
 

Market watch – trends in the employment sector 
 

 

                                                                          

https://www.bain.com/insights/coronavirus-may-inspire-a-great-retooling-fm-blog/
https://www.bain.com/insights/coronavirus-may-inspire-a-great-retooling-fm-blog/
https://ethicalleadership.nd.edu/leading-during-times-of-crisis/
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Re-opening Ohio’s Economy: 

Gov. DeWine, Lt. Gov. Husted and the entire administration have led the way over the past months in 

safety and now they havedeveloped a “Responsible RestartOhio” plan.   

Please find an overview of protocols below. 

 

 NOTE - for industry-specific operating requirments – click here.  

https://coronavirus.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/covid-19/responsible-restart-ohio/sector-specific-operating-requirements/sector-specific-operating-requirements
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Simplify, Plan & Execute:  

• What do these election results mean for you and how do they affect your organization?   

• What threats or opportunities do you see now and how can you position yourself to succeed?  

• What current or upcoming regulations are challenging your organization?   

 

The Credo Company can help your team:  

1. Cut through the fog of these challenges and developments 

2. Create an effective strategy, and  

3. Navigate your team through the opportunities and challenges ahead here in Ohio 

Click the logo to learn more: 

 
 

                                                             

  

 

 

  

In 1931, The Sporting News wrote – “Great is baseball. The 

national tonic. The reviver of hope. The restorer of confidence.” 

We could all use more hope and confidence right now. 

To provide some hope & good entertainment, here’s the link to 

the Ken Burns film “Baseball” www.pbs.org/show/baseball/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Where can you find the wood carving on the top right of page 2? 

First one to answer correctly is entitled to a coffee, beer, cigar or 

donut on me….once social distancing is over. 

 

 

http://www.credocompany.com/
http://www.credocompany.com/
http://www.pbs.org/show/baseball/

